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ABSTRACT: The current work describes room-temperature gas sensing perform-
ances using an oligoacenaphthylene (OAN)/p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (p-HPA)
composite. Based on inverse gas chromatography (IGC), the London dispersive
surface energy γsd is calculated by using 14 representative models. Even when the γsd
values of both OAN and the OAN/p-HPA composite are decreased as the
temperature increases, the surface of OAN shows a higher value than that of the
composite. The Gibbs surface free energy values of both are decreased with an
increasing temperature. In our results, higher Lewis basic characters are observed in
OAN and the OAN/p-HPA composite and the OAN/p-HPA surface exhibits a
higher basicity compared to OAN. Because of the presence of phenolic groups in the
OAN/p-HPA composite, the more important basic character drives a significant CO
gas sensing ability with a sensitivity of 8.96% and good cycling stability as compared
to the pristine counterparts. It is expected that the current study sheds light on a new
pathway to exploring polymer composite materials for futuristic diverse and multiple applications, including IGC and gas sensor
applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
The surface energetics of pharmaceutical solids usually impact
their interaction with another liquid or solid under close
association. The interfacial energy is refined at the interface
when two such condensed systems interact. The magnitude of
this interfacial energy depends on the individual surface
energies of the two systems. The interfacial energy
consequences depend on several factors such as binding of a
film to a tablet, wetting, wet granulation, spreading of a liquid
over a solid surface, dissolution and the suspension formulation
of a drug. Specific techniques are possible for measuring the
surface energetics of a solid; however, inverse gas chromatog-
raphy (IGC) has been verified to be an impressive and facile
technique.1−5

For decades, conducting polymer derivatives have received
special attention due to their potential applications in various
fields, including sensors, electrochromic display devices, energy
storage systems, biosensors and antistatic coatings. Oligoace-
naphthylene (OAN) is used in electrodeposition by direct
anodic oxidation of an acenaphthylene boron trifluoride
diethyl etherate medium. OAN is known as a light-harvesting
or antenna polymer containing an acenaphthylene chromo-
phore. It can be described as an appreciable rigid polymer
exhibiting a non-draining character. OAN exhibits good
stiffness as indicated by examination of molecular models.6−9

On the other hand, p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (p-HPA) has
been widely used for the treatment of pulmonary hepatitis B

and carcinoma diseases. p-HPA is an active component of the
herb Aster tataricus. Most reports indicated that p-HPA is a
metabolite of aromatic amino acid catabolism that is secreted
in saliva, controls NadA gene expression and response to cold,
and finally becomes a potential hypo-pigmenting agent. p-HPA
could inhibit hypoxia-inducible factor 1-alpha (HIF-1α)
expression, and is also mainly used in seawater aspiration-
induced lung injury.10,11

The surface energy parameters of pure OAN have been
compared with the parameters obtained for p-HPA blends.
The effect of OAN on the surface energy of p-HPA has been
evaluated. The dispersive surface free energy component is the
most important physical parameter.12−15 The London
dispersive surface free energy component γsd (T) as a function
of temperature has been assessed by using nine different
models all based on the Fowkes relation. Two models, the
Dorris−Gray relation16 and Hamieh−Dorris−Gray model17

and six models, the Kiselev, cylindrical, geometric, spherical,
van der Waals and Redlich−Kwong−Hamieh models have
been applied using six molecular methods for determining the
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surface areas of organic molecules.18 The Gibbs specific
component of the surface free energy ΔGa

sp was also
determined by using the above molecular models and IGC
methods such as the Dong, Sawyer and Brookman,19 Saint
Flour−Papirer,20 Donnet et al.,21 Brendle−́Papirer,22 Ha-
mieh,23 enthalpy of vaporization23,24 and enthalpy of
formation23 methods were used to evaluate the Gutmann
Lewis acid−base parameters.
In recent years, room-temperature (RT) gas sensing

applications using polymers and their composite derivates
have attracted great research attention in human health,
environmental monitoring, etc., owing to their wide material
variety, flexibility, good electrical mobility, light weight,
compatibility and large-scale manufacturing methods.25−27 In
particular, carbon monoxide (CO) has become one of the
most toxic and dangerous pollutant gases that are generated
from the combustion process of automobiles and power
stations, etc., which causes severe health hazards.27,28 A few
parts per million of inhaled CO gas can easily react with
hemoglobin and produce carboxyhemoglobin, which further
affects the oxygen supply to the body tissues, causing dizziness,
nausea and difficulty in breathing.28,29 The characteristics of
CO gas such as being odorless, colorless and tasteless, have
required development of a highly sensitive sensor using
polymer composites with high selectivity, reproducibility and
sensitive detection at RT.27,29,30

Herein, we demonstrate the surface thermodynamic
characteristics of OAN, p-HPA and OAN/p-HPA composites
by IGC. Three polymeric samples are characterized for RT CO
gas detection in terms of surface area, porosity, and functional

groups. The gas sensing properties of polymer composites are
mainly affected by their surface morphology, surface-to-volume
ratio, porosity and functional groups.30,31 The synergetic
combination of OAN and p-HPA composites can produce
strong interfacial bonding between polymeric chains that
further actively participate in the CO gas adsorption, leading to
a change in electrical resistance.27 To the best of our
knowledge, the current work is the first report that discusses
the surface thermodynamic characteristics using IGC and
practical RT CO gas sensing application using OAN, p-HPA
and OAN/p-HPA composites.

2. METHODS
2.1. Models. The fundamental parameter of IGC is the net

retention volume Vn of organic molecules adsorbed on solid
surfaces. This parameter is obtained from the net retention
time. By using the Kemball and Rideal reference state32 given
at T0 = 0°C by P0 = 1.013 × 105 Pa and π0 = 6.08 × 10−5 N
m−1 it is possible to determine the standard free energy ΔGa

0 of
adsorption of the adsorbed organic molecules (eq 1):

G RT V RT
P

sm
ln lna

0
n

0

0
= +

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz (1)

where R is the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, m is the mass of the solid, and s is its specific
surface area.
The free energy of adsorption ΔGa

0 of any molecules on a
solid substrate is equal to the sum of the dispersive ΔGa

d and
specific ΔGa

sp contributions as follows:

Figure 1. SEM images of (a) pristine OAN (b) pristine p-HPA and (c) the OAN/p-HPA composite with an inset image (low magnification
indicating the porous nature); (d) XRD patterns of OAN (black), p-HPA (red) and the OAN/p-HPA composite (blue).
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The specific contributions of the free energy of adsorption of
the probes can be determined by using one of the following
thermodynamic characteristics: the boiling point (BP),19 the
vapor pressure P0,

20 the deformation polarizability α0,
21 the

topological index χT,22 the standard enthalpy of vaporization
ΔHvap

0 ,24 the enthalpy of vaporization as a function of
temperature ΔHvap

0 (T),23 and the standard enthalpy of
formation ΔHf

023 of the injected solvents. ΔGa
sp can be also

obtained by using the Fowkes relation based on the values of
the surface area of molecules. The Hamieh model23

considering the thermal effect and six molecular methods,
called Kiselev, cylindrical, van der Waals, Redlich−Kwong,
spherical and geometric models gave the surface areas of
organic molecules.
The above methods and models were used to determine the

dispersive (London) and polar (specific) components of the
free energy of adsorption. By determining the specific free
energy of adsorption ΔGa

sp of organic molecules against the
temperature, we were able to deduce the specific enthalpy
ΔHa

sp and entropy ΔSasp of polar solvents adsorbed on the solid
surfaces, by using eq 3:

G H T Sa
sp

a
sp

a
sp= (3)

Knowing ΔHa
sp and the normalized donor DN′ and acceptor

AN′ numbers of electrons of the various probes,33−36 one
obtained the acid KA and base KD constants of the solid
surfaces from eq 4.37−40

H K K( ) DN ANa
sp

A D= + (4)

Furthermore, the dispersive component of the surface
tension of the probe γld and the surface area of molecules
allowed calculating the surface energy of the solid by using the
Fowkes relation.38

G Na G2 ( ) ( )a
0

l
d

s
d 1/2

a
sp= + (5)

where N is Avogadro’s number and a is the surface area of one
adsorbed molecule on the solid.36−38 γsd was also determined
by using the Dorris and Gray relation16 and Hamieh
model.41−43

2.2. Composite Preparation. One gram (wt %) of OAN,
1 g (wt %) of p-HPA and 1 g (wt %) of Chromosorb (80−
120) mesh were taken into a round-bottom flask and dissolved
in 100 mL (v/v) of ethanol and methanol. The reaction
mixture was thoroughly stirred for 12 h, with an 800 rpm speed
at 25 °C with a magnetic stirrer bar. The solvent was allowed
to evaporate by using a rotavapor and a vacuum oven at 50 °C
for 12 h and then dried and collected. The ratio was taken in
order to bind the materials accurately without changing the
properties. As an inert material, Chromosorb is a binding
material that does not modify the sample properties. The
Chromosorb surface area44 is 0.5 m2/g in the schematic
diagram in Figure S1.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Morphology and Structures. Figure 1 displays

typical SEM images of the as-prepared materials OAN, p-HPA

Figure 2. (a) FTIR, (b) TGA, and (c) C 1s and (d) O 1s XPS core-level spectra of OAN (black), p-HPA (red) and the OAN/p-HPA composite
(blue).
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and blend of OAN with p-HPA (OAN/p-HPA). The SEM
micrograph of OAN shows an ordered arrangement of
polymeric chains with a granular-like morphology in Figure
1a.45 The SEM image of p-HPA displays a thick lamellar-like
layered structure in Figure 1b. Figure 1b shows an ordered
arrangement of polymeric chains with some agglomerate
formation. After the blending of OAN into p-HPA the
morphology of the composite material was changed as
shown in Figure 1c,25,27 in which the micrograph of the
composite material shows a two-phase morphology with an
aggregated lamellar structure containing a small particle. The
SEM image of OAN/p-HPA shows a porous nature with
structural segregation caused by the modification inside the
polymer matrix in the formation of a chemical blend between
the OAN and p-HPA materials. The zoomed view of the
OAN/p-HPA composite material indicates that the as-
prepared material has a porous nature as shown in the inset
image of Figure 1c. The SEM images of the as-prepared
samples show the semi-crystalline nature of OAN and the
OAN with p-HPA blend. The crystalline properties of the
OAN and OAN with p-HPA blend samples were analyzed with
XRD as shown in Figure 1d. The XRD results indicate that
OAN has a purely amorphous structure and p-HPA has a more
highly crystalline structure. The OAN/p-HPA blended sample
exhibits a semi-crystalline nature as observed from a decrease
in peak intensity. This shows that p-HPA was successfully
incorporated into the polymeric matrix of OAN. This causes a
structural defect inside the composite material that provides an
active site for the effective absorption of gas molecules.

3.2. Surface Characteristics. The structural and func-
tional groups of the as-prepared OAN, p-HPA and OAN/p-
HPA blend were characterized using FTIR analysis as shown in
Figure 2a. OAN exhibits bands at around 3050 and 500 cm−1

corresponding to the characteristic bands of sp2 C−H and sp2
C−C stretching. The band at around 1700 cm−1 corresponds
to C�O stretching in aromatic carbonyl groups. The band
present at 565 cm−1 corresponds to C=N stretching, suggesting
the characteristic peak of OAN.46,47p-HPA exhibits strong
bands at around 3300 and 1200 cm−1 corresponding to O−H
and C−O stretching in aromatic hydroxy and carboxylic acids.
The intense peak located at 1272 cm−1 is ascribed to the amine
functional groups of −NH2 and �O−NH2 termination
bonds.48 However, the composite material composed of
OAN and p-HPA exhibits almost all of the characteristic
bands of both individuals, which are located in the range of
3300 to 1200 cm−1. The band at 1700 cm−1 is ascribed to
C=O, and the peak at 3300 cm−1 with a low intensity
(diminished) suggests the successful formation of the hybrid
composite. The spectrum of the composite material shows
peak wagging and the absence of bands as compared to the
individual spectra. This indicates clearly that hybridization
exists in the OAN and p-HPA composite material. A large
number of surface-active sites help enhance the gas molecule
adsorption.
Because the test for thermal stability is related to

significantly dynamic ways of detecting the degradation
behavior OAN, p-HPA and the OAN/p-HPA composite
were monitored by TGA as shown in Figure 2b. OAN has
three phases of decomposition. In the initial phase, it is stable
up to 350 °C with 4% decomposition. Upon increasing the
temperature to 400 °C, it is decomposed rapidly to 79% and
finally shows a decomposition of 93% at 474 °C. p-HPA
showing two phases of decomposition, shows only 1%

decomposition up to 154 °C and is decomposed by 97% at
243 °C. The OAN/p-HPA composite, showing five phases of
decomposition is initially stable up to 150 °C with 1% weight
loss and the weight loss increases to 17% at 215 °C. The
weight loss corresponds to 22% at 350 °C and 60 and 63% at
410 and 470 °C, respectively. The TGA analysis clearly
suggests that the composite material is thermally stable at
about 150 °C and a proper candidate for CO gas sensing
application.
XPS was employed to study the surface chemistry of OAN,

p-HPA and the OAN/p-HPA composite. The carbon (C 1s)
peaks of OAN, p-HPA and the OAN/p-HPA composite blend
appear at 284.06, 283.9 and 284.53 eV respectively, in Figure
2c. It is observed that binding energy shifting to 284.53 eV
appear toward the composite. The O 1s peaks of OAN, p-HPA
and the composite are shown at 531.7, 532.7 and 533.2 eV
respectively. The peak shifting in the C 1s and O 1s spectra of
the OAN/p-HPA composite indicates clear evidence of the
charge transfer between OAN and p-HPA with the chemical
functional groups in the polymer matrix. The increase in
binding energy in the composite indicates that p-HPA was
successfully incorporated into the OAN composite.27,48,49 The
deconvoluted C 1s spectra of the OAN/p-HPA composite
show three typical peaks located at 283.88, 284.48 and 288.88
eV corresponding to C−C, C−O and C�O27,50 in Figure S2
(Supporting Information). The O 1s spectra of the OAN/p-
HPA composite was resolved into two peaks positioned at
532.78 and 534.78 eV which were attributed to C�O and C−
OH bonds.27 The charge transfer between the polymer matrix
and the evolved functional groups of the OAN/p-HPA
composite provides active surface sites, which further help
improve the gas molecule absorption.27,50

3.3. IGC Study. 3.3.1. Variations of the RT ln Vn(T) Gibbs
Free Energy of Adsorption. The RT ln Vn values of n-alkanes
and polar probes were measured by IGC for the OAN and
OAN/p-HPA composite columns at five temperatures from
343.15 to 383.15 K. In Table S1 (Supporting Information), the
obtained RT ln Vn values of OAN and the OAN/p-HPA
composite are shown. The RT ln Vn values in the two cases of
OAN and the OAN/p-HPA composite showed a decrease
when the temperature increased because of the increasing
desorption rate. The RT ln Vn values in Table S2 allowed
deducing the values of the free energy of adsorption ΔGa

0 of all
solvents adsorbed on the solid surfaces (Table S2) by using eq
1. The variations of RT ln Vn(T) (Figure S3) and ΔGa

0(T)
(Figure S4) as a function of temperature were found to be
linear for n-alkanes and polar molecules adsorbed on the OAN
and OAN/p-HPA surfaces. The negative values of ΔGa

0(T)
obtained for all used solvents revealed the spontaneous process
of adsorption of solvents on solid surfaces.
The dispersive component of surface energy γsd (mJ/m2) of

OAN and the OAN/p-HPA composite as a function of
temperature was calculated by using nine molecular models
including the Dorris−Gray and Hamieh thermal models in
Table S3. The obtained results are plotted as line graphs in
Figure S5. The values of γsd of OAN were proved to be higher
than those of the OAN/p-HPA composite for all temperatures
in Figure 3. Table S4 shows that ratios of the γsd(T) of OAN
and OAN/p-HPA are greater than 1 for various molecular
models of n-alkanes at various temperatures. Table S4 proves
the following equation:

p1 (OAN)/ (OAN/ HPA) 1.7s
d

s
d< < (6)
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The dispersive surface energy γsd(T) of pure OAN shows
larger values than those of the OAN/p-HPA composite due to
the addition of p-HPA to OAN. In terms of chemical and/or
physical polymer interactions, the functional groups present in
p-HPA, i.e., R−C�O−OH and C6H5−OH, interact with
OAN active surface sites. Physical interactions appear in the
blending of the OAN/p-HPA composite. This leads to a
decrease in the London dispersive surface free energy of OAN/
p-HPA and therefore to a larger value of the γsd of OAN.17 The
ratio γsd(OAN)/γsd(OAN/p − HPA) increases when the
temperature increases showing that temperature is a more
important factor on the London dispersive surface free energy
of OAN/p-HPA.
Our calculation also revealed that variations of the γsd(T) of

OAN and the OAN/p-HPA composite are linear, indicating a
good regression coefficient. A decrease in γsd(T) versus the
temperature was observed for the various molecular models. In
Table S5, the different equations for γsd(T), the dispersive
surface entropy εsd, the extrapolated values of γsd(T = 0 K) and
the regression coefficient R2 were obtained by using the
different molecular models. More precise values of γsd(T) were
obtained by the Hamieh model considering the thermal effect
on the surface area of organic solvents. The following are
relations for the γsd(T) of OAN and the OAN/p-HPA
composite using the Hamieh model:

T T( ) (OAN) 0.46 191.48s
d = + (7)

T p T( ) (OAN/ HPA) 0.50 200.43s
d = + (8)

3.3.2. Specific and Lewis Acid−Base Properties. By
applying the various IGC methods and models, we obtained

the values of the specific Gibbs free energy ( − ΔGa
sp) of the

adsorption of organic solvents on the various polymeric
materials by using the values in Table S2 and applying eqs 2
and 5. Tables S6 and S7 show the obtained values of the ( −
ΔGa

sp) of different polar solvents adsorbed on OAN and the
OAN/p-HPA composite as a function of temperature by using
the different molecular models and IGC methods. The ( −
ΔGa

sp) of all adsorbed organic solvents for the two solid
substrates decreases with the temperature increases for all IGC
methods and models. The specific Gibbs free energy of an
adsorbed solvent on one solid surface can vary from one to two
times that of the second material.
In the OAN polymer, the lowest ( − ΔGa

sp) value was
observed for the DEE and THF solvents for the 14 methods,
whereas the highest ( − ΔGa

sp) value was obtained for the
DCM, TCM, EA and AC solvents for the different methods.
The strong interaction obtained with the Lewis acidic solvents
suggested that the OAN polymer exhibited a basic rather than
an acidic character. The lowest ( − ΔGa

sp) value of the OAN/p-
HPA composite was observed with the DEE, THF and EA
solvents for all methods and molecular models. The highest
values of ( − ΔGa

sp) were obtained when using acidic solvents,
also suggesting the basic character of the OAN/p-HPA
composite. The IGC results obtained with two solid surfaces
thus proved their Lewis amphoteric properties with an
important basic tendency for the two polymers.
The linear variations of ( − ΔGa

sp) (T) against the
temperature (Figure S6) relative to the adsorption of polar
molecules on OAN (Figure S3) and the OAN/p-HPA
composite (Figure S7) allowed the determination of the
specific enthalpy of adsorption ( − ΔHa

sp) and specific entropy
of adsorption ( − ΔSasp) of the different polar probes by using a
classical thermodynamic relation. The curves of Figures 4 and
5 prove that we obtained linear variations of ( − ΔGa

sp) (T)
with a good linear regression coefficient approaching unity for
OAN and OAN/p-HPA surfaces and for all of the used IGC
methods and models.
In Tables S8 and S9, the values of the ( − ΔHa

sp) and
(−ΔSasp) of the various polar solvents adsorbed on OAN and
OAN/p-HPA surfaces by using the various molecular models,
Hamieh model, topological index, deformation polarizability,
vapor pressure, BP, standard enthalpy of vaporization and
enthalpy of formation methods compared to the global
average. Furthermore, the ΔHa

S values along with Gutmann
Lewis acid−base parameters are used in eq 9 to evaluate the
Lewis acid−base parameters. Equation 4 was applied by using
the normalized acceptor AN′ and donor DN′ numbers of the
polar solvents34,36,39 and the values from Tables S8 and S9 to
draw in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. The variations of ( −
ΔHa

sp)/AN′ and ( − ΔSasp)/AN′ as a function of the DN ′
/AN′ of the different polar molecules adsorbed on OAN and
OAN/p-HPA surfaces. This allowed evaluating the enthalpic
and entropic Lewis acid−base parameters of the solid
substrates, of acidic KA and basic KD constants.
One obtained the values of the enthalpic acidic KA and basic

KD constants of the two studied polymers from the slope and
intercept of the liner plots respectively, for all 14 methods and
models whereas the entropic acidic ωA and basic ωD constants
were obtained from the following equation:

S( ) DN ANa
sp

A D= + (9)

In Table S8, shown are the calculated values of the enthalpic
and entropic acid−base constants of the two solid materials as

Figure 3. Dispersive surface energies γsd (mJ/m2) of (a) OAN and (b)
OAN/p-HPA following the various methods and models for five
temperatures.
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well as their acid base ratios by using the above 14 molecular
models and IGC methods. We observed that the linearity in
the two previous cases of the acid−base constants are satisfied
but in some models the regression coefficients are relatively
good. The best linear relation was obtained by the Hamieh
model based on the thermal effect on the surface area of
organic molecules.
The values of KA, KD, ωA and ωD Lewis acid base parameters

of the OAN and OAN/p-HPA polymers are given in Table
S10. It is shown that the OAN/p-HPA composite exhibits a
stronger acid−base character than the OAN surface. The
obtained values of the different acid base parameters of the two
surfaces from Hamieh model are as follows:
For OAN:

K K K K0.134, 0.733, / 5.453;

0.30 10 and 1.1 10 , / 3.5
A D D A A

3
D

3
A D

= = =
= × = × =

(10)

For the OAN/p-HPA composite:

K K K K0.141, 1.482, / 10.518;

0.38 10 and 3.4 10 , / 8.9
A D D A A

3
D

3
D A

= = =
= × = × =

(11)

The results clearly showed that the two materials are
amphoteric with an accentuated basic character and the OAN/
p-HPA composite is more basic than OAN.

The KA and KD values are related to the amount of the acidic
and basic sites on the surface; we deduced that both surfaces
contain more basic sites and a smaller number of acidic sites
owing to the presence of basic phenol groups in the OAN/p-
HPA surface. Furthermore, the basic sites are higher in the
OAN/p-HPA composite than in OAN. This resulted from the
presence of strong R−C�O−OH and C6H5−OH groups in
the p-HPA molecule. Therefore, based on the above results, it
may be concluded that the addition of p-HPA to OAN causes
an increase in basic parameters while the acidic parameters
almost remain constant.

3.4. CO Gas Sensing. The three kinds of composites,
OAN, p-HPA and OAN/p-HPA, were tested for practical CO
gas sensing at RT as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a displays the
time-dependent sensitivity plots of OAN, p-HPA and OAN/p-
HPA composite sensors under exposure to 100 ppm CO gas at
RT. The bare p-HPA sensor shows a negligible response to 100
ppm CO gas. The bare OAN sensor exhibits a sensitivity of
about 3.62% to CO gas, whereas the OAN/p-HPA composite
sensor shows an impressive gas sensing response to CO gas
with a sensitivity of about 8.96%, which is nearly 2.5 times and
8.5 times higher than those of the pristine parts. The OAN/p-
HPA composite sensor was tested under various concen-
trations from 5 to 100 ppm CO gas at RT as shown in Figure

Figure 4. Variations of( )H
AN

a
sp

as a function of the( )DN
AN

of different

polar molecules adsorbed on (a) OAN and (b) OAN/p-HPA surfaces
for different molecular models and IGC methods.

Figure 5. Variations of( )S
AN

a
sp

as a function of the( )DN
AN

of different

polar molecules adsorbed on (a) OAN and (b) OAN/p-HPA surfaces
for different molecular models and IGC methods.
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6b. The composite sensor exhibited a step-growth increment in
sensitivity (negatively), which increased as CO gas concen-
trations increased. However, the original baseline sensitivity
value (resistance, not shown here) was achieved when CO gas
molecules were turned off and dry air was introduced into the
test chamber. The observed changes in the sensitivity with
respect to the CO gas concentration were due to the physical
adsorption on the active composite sensing layer. Moreover,
the high sensitivity was ascribed to the synergetic effect of the
blending of OAN/p-HPA composite materials. A linear nature
in composite sensor shows that the sensitivity of sensor was
enhanced with an increasing CO gas concentration as shown in
in Figure 6c. The linearity of R2 = 0.985 clearly indicates that
polymeric composite sensor has a more reliable and stable CO
gas sensing performance.27,47 The repeatability and cycling
stability of OAN/p-HPA sensor were tested under 100 ppm
CO gas at RT as shown in Figure 6d. The composite sensor
exhibited a stable sensitivity response to CO gas for five

repeatable cycles without any loss in sensor sensitivity. The
long-term reproducibility was studied under the two different
concentrations of 20 and 100 ppm CO gas for up to 4
consecutive weeks as shown in Figure 6e. The long-term
stability toward 100 ppm CO gas of the as-prepared composite
sample is presented in Figure S8. The polymeric composite
sensor shows impressive stability toward CO gas without any
degradation in sensitivity. This implies that the composite
sensor has good reproducibility. Apart from sensitivity,
reproducibility, and cycling stability, selectivity is the foremost
factor for a practical sensing application. The selectivity of the
composite sensor was tested with different gas analytes such as
CO at 50 ppm and NO, NO2, H2S and NH3 at 100 ppm at RT.
The results clearly signify that the composite sensor has an
excellent sensitivity to CO gas among the other target gases as
shown in Figure 6f. Based on various sensing materials such as
polymers, metal oxides, and some heterostructures, the CO gas
sensing performances of the polymeric composite sensor are

Figure 6. (a) Dynamic gas sensing properties of OAN, p-HPA and OAN/p-HPA composite under CO of 100 ppm at RT, (b) RT CO gas sensing
response curves of OAN/p-HPA composite under various gas concentrations, (c) summary of the sensitivity of OAN/p-HPA composite plotted
between gas concentration versus sensitivity, (d) cycling stability, (e) long term reproducibility and (f) selectivity test of OAN/p-HPA composite.

Table 1. Comparison of the CO Gas Sensing Performances of the OAN/p-HPA Composite Material with Previous Reports

S
no sensing materials

CO gas (ppm) @ operating
temperature (°C)

sensitivity (Ra/Rg or Ra − Rg/Ra ×
100)/ppm

response/recovery
time (s) ref

1 ZnO/La0.8Sr0.2Co0.5Ni0.5O3 100 @ 200 16.4 ∼16/43 53
2 Pd-decorated TiO nanotube 100 @ 200 1.25 ∼21/39 54
3 CuO with Pd nanoparticles 100 @350 1.15 ∼298/265 55
4 Pani−MWCNT 500 @ RT 6.8 76/210 56
5 Au−CoOOH 100 @ 80 5.1 60/65 57
6 Ppy−FeTPPCI 300 @ RT 12 500/200 58
7 graphene oxide on PET substrate 100 @ RT 5.6 40/70 59
8 Ppy−PEDOT: PSS 100 @RT 9.8 130/221 27
9 Pani/zeolite 100 @ 100 7.1 60
10 oligoacenaphthylene/p-HPA

composites
100 @ RT 8.96 81/92 our work
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summarized with previously published reports in Table 1.
Compared to the reported gas sensors, the polymeric
composite sensor showed enhanced gas sensing performances
under CO at RT suggesting a great boom in sensing
applications.
The temperature dependence of the dynamic CO gas

sensing of the polymeric composite sensor was tested under
varying operating temperatures of RT and 50, 70, 90, 110, 130
and to 150 °C as shown in Figure 7a. The OAN/p-HPA
composite sensor showed a maximum sensitivity of about
∼22.7% to CO gas at 90 °C. The sensitivity of the sensor
diminished as the temperature rose due to the phase transition
temperature of about 151 °C estimated from TGA curves.27 As
the operating temperature reached the Curie temperature, the
bonds inside the polymeric sensor became weak to react with
the target gas molecules at the Curie temperature and resulted
in decreasing sensitivity. The composite sensor was tested on
operating humidity for the practical gas sensing application in
an RT environment. In order to evaluate the influence of
humidity on RT CO gas sensing, the sensitivity of the
composite sensor was tested at different relative humidity
(RH) values of 20, 40, 60 and 80% as shown in Figure 7b.
Note that the composite sensor sensitivity decreased as the RH
values increased because active surface sites were blocked by
water molecules at higher RH conditions. This resulted in
hindering the gas sensing reactivity between the target gas and
the sensing material surface layer.27

3.5. Mechanism. The mechanism on the CO gas sensing
performance of the OAN/p-HPA composite is illustrated in
Figure 8. A typical chemiresistive gas sensor mainly relies on
the change in the electrical resistance of the sample
material.27,46,51 The OAN/p-HPA composite showed an n-
type semiconducting behavior based on its HOMO−LUMO
levels.45 In Figure 8a, the oxygen molecules are physiosorbed

on the OAN/p-HPA composite surface and capture the
electrons from the material surface to form adsorbed oxygen
ions such as O2

− and O− under ambient air. This leads to the
formation of an electron depletion layer as shown in eqs
12−15.27,29,52

O O2 (gas) 2 (adsorbed) (12)

O e O2 (gas) 2 (adsorbed)+ (13)

O e 2O2 (adsorbed) (adsorbed)+ (14)

O e O(adsorbed)
2

(adsorbed)+ (15)

CO O CO e2 (adsorbed) 2+ + (16)

Meanwhile, the OAN/p-HPA composite sample was tested
under ambient CO gas as shown in Figure 8b. The adsorbed
CO gas molecules react with the ionosorbed oxygen species
and penetrate into the porous composite sample. They form a
strong chemical bond with the blended polymer chains, leading
to enhancement of the CO gas sensing reactivity.27,52 The
polar nature of the OAN/p-HPA composite helps make the
bond between the polar components stronger. As a reducing
agent, the CO gas with a lone pair of electrons attaches easily
to the OH, C−H, C�O, amine and polar groups of the
composite material and facilitates the enhancement of the gas
molecule adsorption, diffusion and reactivity. In particular, the
adsorbed CO gas molecules form a chemical bond with the
carbonyl functional groups in the active sensing material. Based
on eq 16, it donates electrons to the conduction band of the n-
type OAN/p-HPA composite through the charge-transfer
process between the composite layer and gas analytes. As
such, a greater value of the charge carrier density causes a
decrease in the width of the depletion layer and results in an
increase in electrical conductivity.27,51,52 Note that the gas
sensing responses and sensitivity depend on the gas adsorption
kinetics over the sensing layer. CO gas molecules are physically
adsorbed on the material surface at RT and their chemical
bond further results in the sensitivity of the sensor. At high-
temperature conditions, CO gas molecules are chemically
adsorbed on the surface material. This indicates that faster gas
molecule adsorption kinetics results in a high gas sensing
response with good sensitivity. Thus, higher sensitivity was
obtained at a higher temperature compared to that at RT for
the polymeric composite sensor. The functional groups, active

Figure 7. (a) Dynamic gas sensing at different temperatures and (b) relative humidity test of the OAN/p-HPA composite under 100 ppm CO at
RT.

Figure 8. Suggested gas sensing mechanism of the OAN/p-HPA
composite under (a) ambient air and (b) ambient CO gas at RT.
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surface sites and porous morphology of the polymeric
composite provides active trap sites for the higher absorption
of CO gas molecules. This results in enhanced sensitivity as
compared to those of the pristine counterparts.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, surface thermodynamic characteristics of OAN, p-
HPA and OAN/p-HPA composites were tested by using 14
IGC methods and molecular models and applied for practical
RT CO gas sensing applications. For OAN and the OAN/p-
HPA composite, the London dispersive surface free energy
values γsd(T) decreased as temperature increases. The values of
OAN proved to be higher compared with those of the OAN/p-
HPA composite because of the higher dispersive surface
properties of the OAN surface. In our calculation of the
Gutmann Lewis acid−base parameters KA and KD the two
surfaces showed nearly similar KA values, whereas the KD
values of the OAN/p-HPA composite were higher than those
of OAN. This indicates that the two surfaces contain more
basic sites and a smaller number of acidic sites. It is concluded
that with the addition of OAN, the number of basic sites on
the p-HPA blend surface increases while the number of acidic
sites remains constant. Based on our calculation, the OAN/p-
HPA composites sensor showed an excellent CO gas sensing
performance including high sensitivity and selectivity and good
reproductivity. Moreover, the polymeric composite gas sensor
showed a significant gas sensing response at different
temperatures and RH environments. It is expected that the
composite materials are a promising candidate for high-
performance RT gas sensing applications based on IGC
thermodynamic studies.
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